On the Google photo of May 2012 the hill cannot be seen from the highway
no 8 because of the green belt next to the highway. How is the situation
today?
The highway was widened currently and the vegetation next to the highway
has been rooted off. So there is a perfect view of the hill today.
For the vinotheque is there a need for underground storing because in order
to ensure optimal temperature, or can the bottles be stored anywhere?
Since there is only bottled wine sold in the vinotheque there is no need for
underground storage. To ensure proper temperature wines are stored in
refrigerators.
Is there a need for a professional projection room that is with a stepped
auditorium, or can it be a room with flat floor?
This is an architectural design question, both decisions may be alright. For 50
people it can be a flat floor room with a projector placed high and the seats
inclined, or it can be a room with stepped auditorium.
The exhibition room including the huge maquette must be an internal space,
or can it be a covered outside space?
The huge maquette should be placed in an internal space.
Is the building used the whole year long?
Yes, it is.
What does it mean “projector/education room”? Is it a room with stepped floor
and seats of a cinema, or just a projector fixed onto the ceiling and rows of
seats?
It means, this meant only for this purpose, not just “can be used” for this
purpose.
How far should be the first row of seats from the screen? Some guidelines
would be helpful.
There are directives, or examples might be examined, this is a design
question, it depends on the size of the screen. In general is a rule that the
people in the first row whether in the middle or on the sides may not turn their
heads more than 45° from their middle axis that is the sight area may not be
bigger than 90°. There are a lot of parameters, so there are no exact dates.
Since we have to print A1 sheets may the end submission be delayed with a
few hours in Monday morning?

Alright. The deadline of ‘A1’ (594x840 mm, vertical orientation) sheet on
hardboard is Monday, 9th November 2015 12.00 Dept. Library. The deadline
for the maquette is Thursday, 12th November 2015 9.00 Dept. Library. The
submission of the maquette is compulsory for the fulfilment of the test.
How much we can play with the sizes of the rooms( the areas I mean, it has to
be exactly the same or can it be 20% for example less or more?
Max 10% (plus or minus) difference is acceptable.

